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THERE has been a misunderstanding ofthe state・
ment made in this column last month as regards the
COndition of the paper financially when the present
board assumed the responsibility. The statement
taken by itself might have been misleading) but if
read in connection with the editorial in our first issue
on the retirement of臆Mr. A11en apd the election of
Mr. Hayford, there could be no misunderstanding・
We have n6 desire to attribute anything but praise
to the management of last yearl and be it far from
our intention to misrepresent the actual position of
the STUDENT. The main fact at issue remains that
When Mr. Allen took charge last spring there was a
large debt with assets of uncollected bills. It was
Only by indefatigable industry on his part that the
debts were all paid when we went to press for the
first issue, aS WaS thenstated in an editorial. We still
adh re to our pesition that the financial management
is no sinecure? and that the support accorded it by
the students is not particularly inspiring, and that
co11ecting bi11s to pay last year’s debts and enough to
Pay Ou  OWn) Which we have been able to do thus
farつat least, is not an easy matter, aS the management
Of last year we11 knows.
WE Print in another column a statement from a
member of the `COmmittee on the proposed centen-
nial festival, and in outline what the committee hopes
to accomplish・ It is needless to e疹re簿our approval
for no student of homceopathy, eSPeCially if he be a
member of this college, Can be else than sympathetic
to such a movement. Our need is very great indeed
and is too well known to demand emphasis here.
Again the natural constituency of the school is large,
CaPable) and powerfull and a11 that is necessary to
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bring about resuIts is the application of one to the
Other. The formation of the New England Associa-
tion, at least, Serves the purpose ofinteresting the laity
in us and our work. The annual membership fee is
Only two doIIars) but ten thousand members means
tWenty thousand dollars a year to heIp the college.
We firmly believe that there are hundreds) eVen
thousands of people’Who stand ready to help us if
the matter were forcibly brought home to them’and
now is the time -tO臆d読仁A w三despread interest in
the matter means abundant success in April) Wh王le
apathy can only insure at least a partial failure.
Here is a chance for the students to do active work.
Not the individu云1 two dollars, though we wish there
血ight be at least one hundred members from among
the students, but by interesting in the cause those
Who can help in a∴Substantial manner. Above all
else’don,t croak that it is doomed to failure, for it
isn,t; it is bound to succeed. Step into the ranks
and make it a tremendous success.
ONrE who has be叩connected with the school for
‾SeVeral¥ y料rs declares that the students臆have never
seemed as contented and satisfied as they do this
year・ The feelings of unrest and disduietude whi。h
have manifested themselves to a greater or less「ex-
tent in past years seem almost entirely absent at the
PreSent time. Complaints about certain courses and
murmurings- OVer Certain requirements are so seldom
heard that they are not worth mentioning. The stu-
dents seem to be d6ing their work, and all seem to
have- enOugh to do'臆This- is certainly as it should
be.- If we擁e to get-the most out ofthe school’We
must put the most into it. While we are given
enough to keep us busy) and what isgiven us bears
llpon‾ our life work even to a請all degree) this spirit
Of contentnent should continue. Our schooI wi11 be
to a宙eattxtentw痛t雨e believe it to be. Ifwe af。
thororighly satisfied that our school is the best schcol’
Our professor5 the best- professQrS, Our COurSeS the
best cbursesタand壷system of medicine the best
SyStem・ PeOPle with書流om we ‾come in contact are
quite apt‾ to ’hold the‾ s軸e‾ opirion if th料have any
faith in us. Thus may we directly and indirectly
increase the interest and advance the standing of our
alma -mater.
工T WaS the good fortune ofour school to be repre-
Sented through a member of the Faculty ‾upon the
COmmittee of education at the last American Insti調te.
We are g]ad to rtote the high stand which the com-
mittee and the Institute took upon the∴Su華ct of
medical education and membership of the society.
The day is past) if it ever ckisted) When other mem-
b r  of the profision can point the finger of scorn at
graduates of homceopathic medical co]legesタ　Or
justly cIaim for their own臆SChooIs superiority of
instruction in pathoIogy? Physical diagnosisI Or
Clinical medicine・ The standard of instruction is as
high on the average in homceopathic schooIs as in
any, and it seems the intention of the profession as
expressed through臆the Institute to raise it still higher・
What the other schooIs are doing is expressed, Or
POSSibly over-eXPreSSed言n the action which the
leading school of New England has just taken, viz.,
admitting only collnge graduates after a few years
more. It義- not to be expe6ted that the料ly homce-
OPathic medica[ 6ollege ‾in New England can immeこ
di tely take so宣dical a step? but is it not pertinent
to suggest that some action be taken toward raising
the standard of admission? The sut*ect of medi。in。
is intricate en gh to present serio撃Obstacles td the
We11 trained mind; the problem of life and its pro-
tection is profound enough to merit the best that is
in us. It is noticeable in this and every school that
each year several at least enter the schooI who later
have生permission to withdraw ” ; Others enter at a
tremendous disadvantage and for the first two years
bravely struggle thr6ugh. Now wcjuld it not be
better for us and for them‾ if the st.andard was raised
SO‘that they were obliged to spend another year out_
Side instead ofinside? One thing at least should be
insisted upon,一a thing too little thought of in many
Ofour public schooIs; that is a thorough knowledge
OfEnglish. We maintain that no one shoむld be∴ad_
mitted who has not su範cient knowledge to write an
art cle or publication, eSSentia11y correct in every
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particular, but judging from certain examination pa-←
pers which have come to our notice and in one or
two instances from graduation theses) there are not a
few students who must need‾ sit down with a dic-
tionary) grammar and spelling book before them,
with a careful proofreader to follow them) and even
then we would prefer they omit the name of the col-
1ege. These often are students‾we11 informed on gen-
eral sul加cts, but that is a condemnation, nO eXCuSe.
English is the language we use) English is the lan-
guage patients will use) and that is the standard by
which we shall be judged. We note with pleasure
that the authorities are looking after delinquents this
year as never before) and is it toomuch for us to sug-
gest臆that the committee look pretty cIosely after the
English in the next examination papers?
IT WaS rePOrted at the cIose of school l乙st year that
the Sophomores were to have instruction in materia
medica this yearうbut this seems to have been untrue.
Far be it from THE STUDENT tO find fault with the
e餌orts of the faculty) Whom we are persuaded are
doing a11 within their power to improve our curricu-
lum. But the question sometimes arises) WOuld it
not be possible) in some degree at least’tO bridge
over the great gulf which separates the second from
the third year臆Of our course. What are the condi-
tions at present? Duringthe first two years we have
no instruction inあeedicあe, With the exception。f a
course in minor surgery・ Then) On beginning the
third year) the studentis plunged into the midst of a
whirlpool of materia medica) PathoIogy and thera-
peuticsI Surgery) and specialties od /搬um, until at
the end of the first term, if not sooner, the average
student is apt to feel- 1ike sitting down, and in con-
gressional phrase) trying to find out =where he is
at.,タ
The Junior or third year class returns to school・
let us sayうin the middle of Oc七ober, and four and
one half mouths from that date, Said class is supposed
to have imbibed enough medical knowledge to ena-
ble it to fumish from its∴ranks two dispensary
「internes who assume at臆OnCe the burden of a general
鎚
practice. We are quite certain that there are plenty
of students in every Junior class who fねthemselves
quit  competent to d  this; We are equally certain
that there are very few whose sublime confidence
w ll remain unshaken after two months’experience
along臆this line.
Let it ot be thought tha=hese are written in a
fault-finding spirit. THE STUDENT is well aware that
the faculty realiz  this di鯖culty and have its solution
nder consideration・ Only let us feel) gentlemen of
the fdeulty, that you are in sympathy with us o詰his
point? and that the e things are so, nOt by some
arbitrary ru e on your part) but by force of circum・
StanCeS.
Ge勿e微l α%tn巌t諒解∫.
= LOOKING BACKWARD.’’
IN COntraSting the present condition of our schooI
with ts condition紙een years ago) Dr. Packard
drew some interesting comparisons between surgical
methods th n and now) in opening his lecture on
surg ry the other moming. He saidthat at that time
the Hospital consisted of only the central building,
with about forty beds; there was no surgical amphi-
theatre, and a11 operations were performed in the
amphitheatre where the anatomica1 1ectures are now
delivered. This was before antiseptic surgery had
be  imported from Europe here; SOme Crude at-
tempts were made two or three years later to follow
王n Lis er’s footsteps, but at this time the profession
knew no reason why the dissecting room and the
surgical amphithe tre should not be side by side.
They used the same old revolving table for operat王ons
that is now in the amphitheatre) and very frequently
a post-mOrteml Or an anatOmical demonstration
「WOuld be i狐mediately followed by a surgical opera-
tion. The patients were brought over Irom the hos-
pital ; those who were able to walk did so, While the
others were carried o  a fine board stretcher which
vyas also use  at other times to lay out the victims of
these, to uS! almost incredible surgical methods.
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These f訪most interesting remarks go to show
the great change which has taken place in this pne
department, and we can well believe that an equally
置・adical cllange has occurrad in other departments of
the schooI. In this connection it seems as though a
PaPer reminiscent of some of these changes would be
Of great interest to the students of today. Cannot
SOme member of臆the faculty or one of臆the older
graduates give us a few reminiscences?
THE NEW WOMAN IN MEDICINE.
THIS is the age ofthe new woman. Thepressex-
臆alts her’the public criticise her? the few admire her.
She is the subject of a great deal of literary display
and seems to hold society in her grasp. Almost
everybody has heard about her or read about herl and
it would seem as though she was some great intangi-
ble f壷e which was about to control the destiny of
the entire human race. But although she has been
SO minutely described) I have never seen her. Not.
Withstanding the fact that her adv専has been prophe-
Sied as immediate she has appar料tly not yet arrived.
Yetwith as much smoke there must be some fire,
and as she is to exert such a controling influence over
the world) it may not be amiss for us to consider her
and the relation she bears to one chosen prof議ion.
What? then, is this new woman?
She is described as going about clad in bloomers’
With shirt-Waist and cravat) loud voiced and self im_
POrtant, her whole desire apparently being to Iose all
WOmanly traits and to emulate the stronger sex so far
as possible. She neglects home, Caring little or
nothing about the management of it) Perhaps leaving
these minor duties to a hen-PeCked husband) While
She goes to the law o鯖ce’Place ofbusiness) Or legis-
lative hall. Forpleasure she erjoys a spin on h。r
WheeI’Or attends a foot置ball or base-ball game) in-
dulging in a cigarette occasionally. In short) She
lo§eS all womanly qualities臆and becomes an imitator
Ofthe habits and vices of men.
Has such a perversion of womanhood a place in
the medical profdsion? Do those who rely uponthe
COunSel and friendship of a skill餌physician desire
to risk their lives or happiness in the hands of this
臆tyPe Ofthe白gentler sex?,, Assuredly this is not the
kind ofnew woman who wi]l make a success in this
most exacting profession・ She may become promi-
nent in politics where her natura=inguistic talent
WOuld be her main necessity, -ahd even in law or bus_
iness she might gain the pinnacle ofsuccess by her
Shrewdness and persistence. But in theroom where
Sickness, anXiety and sorrow tax the m。St lev。l_
headed physicianl her mahners alld dress would be
entirely out of place unless the unpleasantness of the
disease and of her presence counteracted one another
On the principle that高揚弱毒読m#杉u∫ C%7.C彬t2!r.
Let us) howeverl COnSider the new woman as the
type of an entireIy di節erent class of women. Instead
Ofthe anomaly and disgrace to womanhood described,
may we not consider the new woman and true wo-
man synonymous? For is not the truewoman ofthe
P】・esent day the new woman who exerts such a pow-
er餌influence? And certainly no one would be so
rash as to c]aim that woman was incapable offilling
the positions which she now occupies. Our schooIs
Oftoday in every grade and science admit women)
and they have distinguished themselves in every one.
We have women physicians) lawyers) PrOfessors, mu・
Sicians, artists, SCulptors) POetS) authors’leaders in
great reforms, and rulers over mighty nations ; all
CaPable of餌ing these responsible positions with the
dignity and modesty becoming a true woman.
To be sure, many WOmen have brought criticism
upon themselves and their sex by their extreme tastes
and eagerness to follow a fashio血or fad, Whatever it
mightbe. Yetl We have some new women ofadifL
ferent type’WOmen餌ing臆eVery POSition in life and
at the same time retaining all the characteristics of a
true, mOdest wom年n.
Dr. Fitch of San Francisco has said:負Women
doctors and women wage-eamerS I abominate, and
and so do all men;,, butthis isnotinaccord withthe
Sentiment ofthe times. The day when woman was
COnSidered capable of little else than the care of home
and children has gone forever. She has taken her
Place in life side by side with man, ready and will-
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ing to heむwhenev竺She has opportunity’and fre-
quently accomplishing that in which man has f昂led
to succeed.
It is unquestionably a fact that there is a large and
important place in medicine for the true woman.
The medical schooIs are recognizing it, the profes-
s壬。n is admitting it) ahd true women are proving it.
I believe the臆time will come) and maynot be far dis-
tant) When female physicians will be equal to male
physicians in the eyes ofthe public. This day may
be hastened臆and can only be reached by women phy-
sicians and medical students being not only new wo-
臆menうbut true women as well.　W. T. L. ’98.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE MEDI-
CAL SCHOOL.
AT the February meeting of the Boston Homceo-
pathic Society, Dr・ Edward M. Hartwell, SuPerin-
tendent of physical educatioh in the public schooIs
of Boston, urged the instruction of臆medical stu-
dents in gymnastics, hygienic and medical.
‾ He also said he tho。ght the instruction of the
future, WOuld be in no one ty′譲m, eXClusively’but
in in符巌宏system∴
So [he臆WOrld ch moe,e, and we must move with
it.
It can not be fong before some medical schooI
will establish a-Chair of Kinesiatrics. The teri- ,
dency of modem medical thought is to depend
more and more on the processes of nature in cur-
ing disease’and less on the action of drugs・
Mechano-therapy has a field peculiarly its own)
which the thoroughly equipped physician of the
day must uriderstand, tO a Certain extent at least.
There afe many quaCks in the field’and a physi-
c王an can be easily gulled byone of them if he
does not‾ know so‾methi虹g of瓜e !nOde of action
and technique of the movement cure.
The question is, Which of the medical colleges
is to be ahead in this matter?
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It does not ecessarily mean i large臆Outlay of
money’t ough money could scarcely be expended
to greater advantage t車n to fit up a gymnasium
with proper app atus where students could/ 1earn
the 40枕′ and ct砂of ovements, and have practi-
cal demons ra ion of their value in themselves.
But even a moderate outlay would provide
enough equipment to make a beginning.
Of course, We hope our own Alma Mater will
be the first to take this advaflCed step, but there is
not much question but that we should very soon
be joined by other co11eges, if we started out
ahead. Let us lead, and others may follow!
THE EXTERNAL USE OF COLD WATER
IN PNEUMONIA.
BY HERBERT C・ CLAPP) M. D.) BOSTON.
Reprinted from the New England MediCal Gazette. Read before the
Massachusetts Ho皿ceOPathic Medical Society.
THE three principal ways in which cold water has
been used in the treatment ofpneumonia are the tub
bath) SPOngmgS and cold compresses. At the outset
I may say that the latter is the only one of these
methods that I can recommend) SPOnging being com-
paratively ine鈍ctual and the tub bath tQO heroic.
Ånd y t the tub bath) Or) aS i七is commonly called,
the待bath’,, has had for many years very strong ad-
vocat s’Who with it claim marked success. Al-
though not its originator, yet Professor Juergenson
of Tf冊ingen has probably been its principal champion
and most enthusiastic臆SuPPOrter・ He even dared to
try this treatment on his own daughter when nineteen
-mOnths oId, long be寅)r読t ‾had secured the sanct三on
which it subsequ6ntly ob七ai丘ed) thus showing the
courage of -his臆COnV王c寅ons.臆HiS method is practi-
cally as follows :-
Strong persons? Who are only moderately i11rand
who have no complications) are Put into the bath as
t n as their temperature reaches IO4O) and should
b  kept there from seven to twenty一正ve minutes, aC-
cording to the e節ect obtained) and according to the
ze of the patient} the amount of his fat) the inten一
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Sity of his fever and the temperature of the bath) fession is against them’because the treatment seems
which latter he makes about as cool as well water, tOO heroic, and dangerous symptoms often supervene,
Perhaps 6o〇・ This’ifnecessary’is gradually cooled and it requires) besides especially sk主lled attendantsl
down to about 4I〇・ The temperature of his own portable tubs’Which are not easyto obtain, OrtOuSe,
ChiId面as above工05.80, and retumed so quickly after particularly in private practice. Another impedi-
being reduced by baths of 6oO) that he afterwards ment of no inconsideI抽le size, is the natural hesita-
lowered their temperature to 4工O and kept the child tion and iepugnance on the part of the patients and
in for ten minutes ata time) the baths extending over their friends to this method oftreatment.
SeVeral days.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　As an主nstance of the divergence of opinion on the
With feeble’aged or very fat persons, When the su匝ct, aS eXPreSSed in the latest books, Imay quote
temperature often runs from IOIO to IO30, he uses Dr. William Pepper ofPh揖delphia) in his article on
baths of about 77O fortwenty to thirty minutes at a　白Croupous Pneumonia,, in Starr’s　待American
time’in the臆early moming particularly. With young Text Book ofthe Diseases ofChildren・, :寝Sponging
Children he sometimes uses the wet sheet・　　　With cooI water and the cold pack or bath are the
He never gives a pneumonic patient a bath with-　Saf轟and surest means of controling temperature)
Out administering alcoholic宙mulants before and and when care餌Iy used give rise to no unpleasant
a鮎rwards, the colder the bath or the longer its dura-　COnSequenCeS,, ; Whereas the same Dr・ William Pep-
tion’the more stimulant being required・ He insists per secures for his own白American Text Book of
most positively’that if we wish to treat pneumonia the Theory and Practice ofMedicine),, an article on
by cold baths without unfortunate accidents, We muSt　白Croupous pneumonia,, written臆by Dr・ Francis
use stimulants. He gives alcohol after the bath as DelafieldofNewYork? Claimingthat待cold e卸sions
Well as before, tO aVOid collapse in persons with andcoldbaths. ‥ areOfdoubt餌e億cacy.,, These
feeble hearts’because the te臆mperature of the patient authors) like many others) make no attempt at sepa-
Continues to fall for a quarter or halfan hour after he rating the di銃rent methods of using cold applica-
has been removed from the bath. In sthenic cases tions.
the patient should be taken out when his rectal tem-　In the three cases in which I have tried the tub
Perature reaChes IOOO) in asthenic) IOIO. The rectal bath) the results were -not such as to induce me to
temperature should be taken every five minutes when try it again) and indeed in one ofthem the subsequent
in the bath, tO guard against too great a fa11・　　SymPtOmS became ala千ming? in spite of stimulants.
Juergensen strongly combats the idea, Often shared Neverthelcss,工believ。 in th。 abstra。ti。n 。fh。at in
by physicians and the laity alike, 1hat patients can suitable and selected cases) by the extemal applica-
CatCh cold from the baths; and asserts that if‾the ab-　tion of cold water) by another method which can be
StraCtion of heat were necessary and he could obtain empIoyed with corxparative ease and safety in any
no Water・ he would not hesitate to expose his patient house, by almost any nurse, and generally without
to cold airto obtain this result. He claims to have inspiring dread iri the mind of the patient・ I refer
reduced the mortality of pneumonia by means of to coんl co碑.e∫Se∫, Which声1though they二are not
these baths’CO可oined with alcoholic stimulants and new, yet, SO far as I haire observed, ar。 n。t uS。d 。t
qtlinine’1rom twenty-fiveper centto舶een per cent・ all by most physicianS) SOme Of whom still prefer
These views ofJuergensen are here presented’nOt those ancient abominations-flaxseed poulticeも.
because they are new, but because’nOtWithstanding This last class’however) I am glad to say) is rapidly
the froe discussion of the question since in many growmg Smaller. A physician who has taken the
quarters, they even now best elucidate the su匝ct・ Pains to applythe first compress himself in a suit。bl。
They have gained prominent advocates in di蹄rent case, and has seen the evidences ofreliefshining out
COuntries, but still the great mass ofthe medical pro-　from the face of the patient almost immediatelyI and
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has heard his expressions of gratitude, Will not so6n
forget it? and will not be sorry that he has resorted to
this method. For two or three seconds) aS is always
the case when‾cold touches the body‾ anywhere? a
SenSe Of chilliness is experienced) Which is only mo-
mentary and is very soon followed by a fdeling of
COmfort・ The sharp and harassing pain in the side
is relieved) the oppressed breathing becomes easier,
the restlessness and nervous agitation are lessened,
SWeet S工eep, long delayed, SOmetimes follows, and
the temperature is diminished) aS Shown臆by the ther-
mometer. Some think also that the duration of the
disease is shortened, in which opinion I am almost
half ihclined to coincide mypelf. At any rate) eVen
壷it is not) the other advantages are su鯖cient to plead
eloquently in its behalf.
I first leamed this method practica11y twenty一台ve
years ago, from the late Dr. Samuel Gregg of this
City) Who was the first president of this Society) and
the piorl示r、 Of homceopathy, in New England, Who
had had a large experience with cold compresses and
WaS Very enthusiastic about them, aS Our Older mem-
bers, Who were his colleagues, Wi11 readily testify.
Especially is this method applicable to children)
not only in croupous, but also in catarrhal pneu-
monia・ In the latter, eXPanSion of the lung is cer-
tainly facilitated by the deeper respirations which are
COmPelled・
How are cold compresses best applied? The idea
is to get them on with the least inconvenience to the
Patient; for any one who is -Sick with pneumonia
WantS tO be disturbed as little as possible) and warits
to make no more voluntary movement than is abso-
lutely necessary.
First a towel, long enough to encircle the body, is
folded in two or three thicknesses, SO aS tO be wide
enough‘to cover the chest) and is then dipped into
water ofa temperature of 6oO or less) and wrung ‾out
enough to prevent dripping. It is then laid out at
full length on a dry towel (Or a Piece of flannel) of
the same width) but longer) SO aS tO allow oflapping
ana piming when in place. One-half of these two
owels taken together being ro11ed up) and the
patients nightdress being pulled out of the way) he is
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gently tumed over on one side. and the roll placed on
the mattres dose to him. He is thentumed back
on his other side, When the roll is grasped and‾very
exp ditiously bnrolledうand the wet toWel instantly)
and with little or o e宜もrt required of him) enCircles
his bo y under his arms) SurmOunted by the dry
towel to protect the bed cIothes from the wet.
Some recomm nd ic  water, but I have always
stopped far short of that? Perhaps seldom going
below 50O, and in some cases, On the other hand,
raising the figure to 700 or more・ The compresses
shouId be ch nged every ten) tWentyl thirty or sixty
m nutes) aCCOrding to the temperature of the patient)
th  relief 餓)rded and the e餌ect desired. They vyi11
sometimes come o縦‘smoking. To save_time and ex-
POS早e? it is well to have two sets to be used in altef-
nation.
Åre th6re any cases of pneumonial to which this
treatmen  is not applicablei Most assuredly so. I
should be very unwilling to apply cold compresses to
old people? tO alcoholics) tO those who are delicate)
or to any one who has a decided cardiac weakness;
for there is at first undoubtedly increased work thrown
on the hear  from th  contraction of the peripheral
b ood vessels caused by the cold application. It is
for this reason that some recommend (especially
thos  who use low degrees of cold), eVe血When
covering the chest of a person with a fairly good
h art with a cold compress) tO Omit the pra9COrdial
reglOn. In most cases) however) I have found this
Caution umecessary.
There are also many cases of pneumonia where
the temperature remains mostly under IO30) and
where tlle breathing is not particularly oppressed)
and pa n is not severe, Where the compresses a十9 nOt
ca11ed for, nd where it is better to ,Iet the patient
lone. On  of thふr most important e銃cts is anti-
py etic) and the principal indication for their use is
a high emper ture? Which) When long continued?
cannot help臆irjuring the system, and especially
weakening the heart・ Every one knows that the
chiefsource of dang r in pneumonia is a weak heart)
and if by keepi g  temperature down within
proper limits, We Can in advance prevent its irjurious
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influence on the heart, We Shall have done our
Patient a good service. This is true, eVen if we
admit that the heart is also weakened in pneumonia
by the influence through the nervous system of the
SPeCific poison of the disease.
Dr・ D. B. Lees published in the Zaク多Cet Of Nov.
2) I889) a Series of eighteen cases of croupous and
broncho-PnermOnia in which, instead of the cold
COmPreSS, he used with great success the ice bag,
丘rst stripping the chest. He advises) aS a Cautionary
measure) the frequent taking of the temperature dur-
ing its application, and recommends the removal of
the ice bag if the temperature falls below IOOO; re-
applying it if IO2O is again reached.臆He cautions
against applying it over the praecordial region) tO
avoid its depressing effect on the heart. This method
I have never tried) but I think I should prefer the
COmPreSS.
In fine, it seems to臆me that cold water, like other
remedies, has its legitimate uses and abuses in the
treatment ofpneumonia ; and that our aim should be
more‾exactly to define these in the individualization
Of each case. We should neither,-On臆the one hand,
be too enthusiastic about it) aS the hydropaths ^are
(including Si‾mon Baruch, the白hydrotherapeutist,’’)
nor on the other hand should we be too much afraid
Of it) and thereby lose the benefit ofa very impbrtant
remedial measure.
HOM(EOPATHY IN SOUTH AMERICA.
No doubt the readers of the MEDICAL STUDENT
Will be interested i11 a fe証words regarding the
PraCtice and study of medicine in the far away coun着
tries of South America. The writer is in a good
POSition to be able to deal with his subject, through
having resided there for the last ten years・
Medical skill has not reached the high degree of
excellence and advancement there that it has in the
United States: Nearly all ofthe best physicians and
StIrgeons of the country are Europeans. Occasion-
ally we run across a native, but he will be found to
have taken his d主pIoma in some foreign school.
Only within the last few years have we noticed the
advent to the list of practitioners of臆Students who
ave taken their whole course of study in the臆SChooIs
Of the country ; but as臆a rule not many have dared to
OPe  their o範ces without having a European dipIoma
to hang up, for the people are incliTed to show very
Iittle confidence in an M.D. unless it were known
tha_t he had been to→Europe to perfect himse埠thus
Virtually mitting the iricomPleteness and ine鮪ciency
Of their own schooIs. The reason for this is that
even today almos  the same text books are used in
the Medical SchooI of the Univer訪y of Buenos
Ayres as臆Wer in use there」wenty-five years ago ;
th se are in Frenchうand of course are now sorely‾be-
hind th  tim s・ The Argentines understand this
fact, and thus see that unless a student has been to
Some for ign country t  complete his studies after
graduating from their schooIsl he can know very
little or nothing at all of the discoveries of later years,
many of which are of such inestimable value nowa-
days to t.he physicians in so many cases.
A student cannot enter the Medical School under
SeVentee  yearS Of ge ; his course in the -National
College (eorresponding to臆Our High SchooIs, but
more advan6ed,) is five yearsぅand the regulations
forbid his matricu上ating there under twelve. The
course in the Mediおl School is six years, and the
general run of students count -On three years’study
abroad ; thus, Putting 〉 all these- together, a yOung
man seldom白hangs out his∴Shingle’’as an M.D.
befbre he reaches his twentyisixth year.
Homceopathy is an unknown quant王ty to the -general
population of that country ; neither is it taught in the
scho Is. The city where the writer lived contains
7O,OOO inhabitants, a d there was o7Ze homceopathic
physician established in practice who came from
Spain. The p ople are inclined to look with dis-
favor on  homceopath? On aCCOunt Of the simplicity
of his remedies. Argentines, 1ike a11 descendants of
 Latin races, are great drinkers ; thus their sense
of taste is accustomed to very strong things, and a
m dicine that would be strong enough to =take an
American’s head o f;’’would barely have any taste
to臆them. Besides, the idea held by the general
people r garding m icine is? that unless it is as
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“ strong as Sandow and as bitter as ga11" there can
be no virtue in it; and‾it is easy to deduce how little
stock an Argentine would take in白six drops in half
a tumbler of water, and take two spoonfuls every
hour; he would say)白That is no better than drink-
mg Waterl,, and- the average native Qf any of the
Latin countries is not very strongly addicted to clear
Water臆aS a beverage.
There is a very good opening for good physicians
in the Argentine) although not especia11y for homceo-
paths) for reasons I have mentioned・ There are a
number ofEnglish doctors and a few Americans, but
they are all allopaths) ahd) With excepti6n of one or
two of the latest arrivals, belong to the old school.
There are also quite a number of Germans in practice,
being among the bdst we have. No matter what
country a man hails from) he has td give an examina-
tion before the　‾cb%5夕o JVaclo7Zal de H逢わme
(National Bo料d of Health), before he can obtain
his license to practise. Only those who have taken
their dipIomas in the臆SChooIs of the country are free
to open their o鯖ce as soon as [hey get it) for the pre-
sentation of it to the Board immediately secures them
a license. This is the only real d瓶culty in the way
of any young man going out there to establish him-
self〕 for, Of course, he cannot give his examination
until he is reasonably familiar with the language.
Spanish is not a vedy hard language for an American
to master; but the length of time it will take him to
learn it depends entirely on the臆facilities he has at
his command・ In no way will he possess himself of
it so quickly as by entering a native family where he
will be ob略ed to speak Spanish, Or else say nothing-
One,s age also has a good deal to do with it, for it is
obvious that a young person wi11白pick it up,, a
great deal faper thap one who is older・ The writer
knew of a physician who went to the Argentine in
I885 tO PraCtise; he set to work to leam臆Spanish・
undoubtedly thinking it an easy task; he presented
himself before the Board of Health for examination
four times in five years) and still has not been able to
obtain a license. Nor do I mean by this that the
same experience would' happen to all others going
out there; but it shows the trials of one man) and it
s a point to be w 11 thought upon and matured by
any one before he s arts away with the expectation
ofat once opening his o範ce・臆Such vague ideas pre-
vail here regarding things in South America that
many think that the M.D.’s there are few and far
b tween, and that none ofthem can know much? de・
ducing from this that the e must be an exceIlent field
for ・`medicine men・,, A good openingthere is) aS
I said bef re, but a man mu∫i be able to handle the
language.
A great deal more I might say on this su申ect, but
doubtl ss the olumns of the MEDICAL STUDENT are
necessary for matter of more importance; however,
I trust this wi l bear some fruit in the way of giving
its readers a little d a of things medical in general
and homceopathic in particular in the far away coun-
trie of South America.
A STUD置NT.
OUR OPPORTUNI甘Y.
FoR tWenty-th ee yea s, Since I873, Boston Univer-
s ty SchooI of Medicine) Our Alma Mater, has been
growing steadily. Its work has been extended in
scope and made more thorough year by year ; from
the beginn ng its standards for admission and grqdua"
tion were raised higher than those of other medical
schooIs i unremitting effi)rt and devotion have been
i s comer stones. Now that our school is an institu-
tion recogn zed as  permanent force in the commun-
ity? We) aS alumni) are‘COnfronted with the necessity
for immedi te and eamest action. The word action
is used advi edly) because at the present day a great
wave of advance in med cal education is now sweep-
i g over the country. This was s七arted, 1et us re-
member, Primarily by叩r own Medical SchooI when・
i  I89O it was determined in the face o士discouraging
obstacles and objections to establish the requirement
of a four years’course. A proper and thorough pre-
1iminary training) PraCtical laboratory work’increased
cl nical facilities and actual experience in treating
dis se) are ma terS Which all the better medical
schooIs are recognlZmg aS eSSentials in the medical
education of the future, and to‘meet all these require-
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mentS? large and unencumbered endowm。nt is
The time has now come when, in order to keep
Our place as one of the leaders’We muSt take a
further step as a school・ Thus乱it has beenpos-
Sible for the school to carry on its work? depending
for its annual income only upon the fees paid by its
Students. The necessity for an increased teaching
force who shall give more time than the practitioner
Can give’the need for m9re COmPlete equipment in
the laboratories, the building of a matemity where
Students may receive better training in obstetricsl the
COmPletion of the dispensary and the extension of its
WOrk, all depend upon one thing alone) the interest
and help of friends, and that interest and that help
Can be obtained only as we who are cIosely connected
With the school give・ One and aIl’dee a符d紗rt to
Obtaining it.
This is-年matter Which should appeal to eve宣y One
Ofus. Ifwe canriotfeel a personal and vivid interest
in the matter of higher medical education and its
e蹄ct upon public hygiene and sanitat王on, and are
unwilling to make any sacrificeL) however small’for
the sake of ennobling our profession, We Can at least
all of us be selfish and realize that whatever helps
the school, helps every alumnus and every student.
An endowment fund of at least $300,OOO is n。。d。d
at once, but?3OO CannOt be raised for the s。h。Ol un_
1ess some efrort is made臆tO Obtain it. A yearago)
the New England Hahnemam Association was
founded for the express purpose of aiding the school
and institutions 。osely allied to it and essential to its
teachings. This association was organized on the
broadest Iines, in order that any one, Whether of the
laity or a member of the medical profession may be-
COme a member thereof; and by the contributi。n 。f
$2.∞ annually aid directly in the work 。f the s。h。。1.
The association proved entirely success餌from its
inception・ and $I40O WaSPaid over in i亡s first year
to aid the school. It can be made to be of ines_
timable臆importance in properly developing the re-
SOurCeS and enlarging the usefulnes? 。f the school.
This association has determined to make an e節ort
during the com主ng year which wi11 be productive of
great benefit to B. U. S. M・ Abazaar apd fdstival
Will be held during the week from Apri1 6th to the
IIth at the College Buildings. This willbe a cen-
temial f轟val’for it is just one hundred years since,
in I796, Samuel Hahnemam amoun。。d his b。Ii。f in
the e鎖cacy of the guiding rule j‘わ露わ語形揚物s
C2‘reク2寂r in the treatment of disease.
工n工884 a Similar festival was held at the Hospital
during two weeks. The sum of$I8読o was rais。d.
Surely at the present time’With the臆largeIy increased
number of friends of hom(roPathy as will as ofprac-
titioners’it is not expecting too much to count upon
equalling relatively the results of ten years ago.
This can be done if every one will do their part and
COntribute efrort and time) Or mOney.
What can be done by us as alumni and students of
the school?
First. Join the New England Hahnemann Ass。-
Second. Interest our friends in the o匝cts of th。
association and see that they become members.
There is no one so poor that he has no friendswho
Will be willipg to aid in so easx〉 SO direct, and so
PraCtical a way, the cause of more thbrough instruc-
tion for our students.
Third・ Keep our friends informed about the plans
for the fdstival’and ourselves take an active part in
making it a success. with the success of this cele_
bration means an awakened general interest in the
Welfa・re Of the school’and the obtaining of an endow-
ment su餓cient to meet its needs.
The Executive Committee will cordially welcome
from students and alumni any suggestions or aid rel-
ative to the f轟ival・　　W. T. TALBOT) ,9O.
THE last meeting of the Boston Hom(roPathic
Medical Society on Feb. 6 was a particularly inter-
esting and instructive one. The Section of Mental
and Nervous Diseases had charge ofthe meeting and
the s坤ect’臆aS given on the program, relat。d t。
the influence of physical training in counteracting
neurotic臆tendencies in children・ All the papers
Were Ofgreat interest. Dr・ E. M. Hartwell, director
Of physical culture in the Boston Public SchooIs,
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gave a very interesting address. The talk given by
Mr. R. A‘ Roberts) SuPerintendent ofthe Boston Y.
M. C. A. gymnasium) WaS Perhaps the most enter-
taining feature of the evening-Mr・ Roberts i11us・
trated his system of physical training or白rational
gymnastits,, by two young men from the Y. M. C.
A. gymnasium) Who went through the various evolu-
tions ofhis dumb bell drill for the bene丘t ofthe audi-
ence. specking further, Mr・ Robe重・tS gaVe SOme
practical points about the care of one,s physical con-
dition? and some ofhis points are given below:
一`` On丘rst waking in the morningJ and while lying
in bed, rise into a sitting position a few times.
Never go snddenly from a state of complete rest to
one of complete activity. Man is the only animal
which does this. The most important set of muscles
is on the anterior surface of the body and thiS exer-
cise brings them into play. Next rest on the back of
the head and the heels’raising the body from the
↓bed) aS in opisthotonous. This develops the posterior
muscles. As soon as you get out Of bed, While
dressing? Walk around on the toes a minute. After
taking the moming bath? Put the towel back of the
head) take hold of both ends) and have a臆= see-SaW”
contest between the muscles of the back of the neck
and those of the arms. Then holding the towel in
the same wayl With the arms extended‾over the head,
bend trom side to side and料om before backward,
thus exercising the wa王st and abdominal muscles.
AIways make it a practice to keep the back of the
neck cIose to the collar and the chest thrown further
forward than any other part of the anterior surface o士
the body) but don’t tip over bゑCkward・ There are
two classes of men who walk with the head more
than erect’the manwith the白swelled,, head and
the one with the e可arged abdomen. Whenwalking
out of doors practise the outdoor breathing exercise a
few times. Inhale whi工e taking five steps; eXhale.
Repeat while taking ten and珊een steps.,タ
WE understand that the Boothby Hospital has a
number of new intemes) reCently appointed from the
Junior class. Congratulations are in order.
Locak.
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since it as been decided that臆early rising and in・
sanity go hand n hand, nO Pr9fessor can ask us to
run the r sk i11Curred by getting to an 8 0’cIock lec-
ture. Besides) th6re’s the same risk with themselves,
and th示eput t n of the school depends upon sanity
in all d par men s.
point in surgery. ‘`When cutting around the um-
bilicus, uSe ipeca .
Dr. to Patient :白How do you eat?タ, DeafPatient :
白Oh? I got all done臆Wid dat long ’go.,,
’Tis a way they have in Vienna: Dropping peas
on a patient,s vocal cords for practice on removal of
foreign bodi s.
professor leetur ng on pleurisy : In the form known
as pleurisy sicca, Which does not neceSSarily imply
that the patient is sicker-but groans from the class
interrupt the faster flow of thought・
Qprerywith Mr. S: Is it better to証ide by the
vote ofthe class and sacrifice that which is dear to
the hearts of young men, Or tO allow the luxurious
profusion ofhirsuteness to continue to adom the men-
tal protuberance?
In the quiz class, Juniors ofcourse: Name the
principal causes of pregnancy.
prof: One of the common causeS Ofneurasthenia
is ill-mated pairs. A voice. Which kind, Dr?
prof: I have had experience with both kinds.
白I thank y u. ” If the professor knew would he
still think that生imitation is the sincerest flattery?,,
what 。 brilliaht idea to get the Juniors to each
writ。 。 th。mg 。n Indammation上Of co宙ise it is weIl
known th  their regular work is not enough to keep
them busy? and p r ps it is thought that料if a ftw
hours a day could be spent culling extractS from some
of the wel上帝ritten articles on inflamma寅on, in the
books’it might improve their minds and keep them
out of mischief.
Is it from a feeling of antagonism raised by the
professor watching so cIosely that so much cribbing
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is dohe? If we were left without that待heagle
heye,タwould cribbing stop? These are two ques-
寅ons ‾upon which臆We Shou】d Iike information.
Mr・ Chapman and Miss James begin th。ir t。.mS
in the Dispensary March 2’SuCCeeding Mr. Cory
and Miss McGovem・ _ Mr. Haskell and Miss Foster
enter April I? SuCCeeding Mr. Amsden and Miss
West. Nothing more could be asked臆Ofthe coming
jntemes than that they餌the positions a? Satisfa・C-
torily‾ to a11 corroerned asthose who are about to leave
Thahks子to Dr. Turner we now know that pleuritis
§icca does not rrfer to the relative condition of the
Pa士ienf.
Mr・ Spalding, ’98 has been appointed to report the
meetings of medical societies in New England) for
the 」娩`荻al α符t%γ・
It is not much more di範cult to hold a patient’s
jaw steadily when administering an anasthetic, than
」it is to do it in the totaly ine蹄ctual way which
CauSed Df. Emerson to ekpIode recently.
臆　As soon as Df∴Hayward can procure a cadaver’
the Seniors and Juniors are promised some practical
WOrk on DisIocation.
工f餌examinations were as practical as Prof. South-
Wick’s preIiminary and Dr. Wirldsor・s final) they
m王ght be considered as ofsome value in testing a stu-
dent’s郷g/Zzl knowledge.
Of course all the Freshmen know that learning
all about a patient’s knee joint is白just as easy as
faIling臆aSleep. ), Nit.
Dr. C9On Wi○○surely give L. E. Foster) ’99 an eX-
Cellent r堅rk in Zo6lo料　A man who nearly,getS
his臆hand chewed off while trying to hold a play餌
Thomas, deserves a臆Pretty gOOd mark. We hope
萌at he may bring in his game next time.
The class of ’99 has se読ral enterprising memb。rS
Who are anxious to enlighten the minds of their class_
mates, judging from the臆advertisements on the bulle_
tin board.
Miss Taft’formerly a member of the class of’981
and now at WeIlesley’WaS at the school a f訪days
Th  work is already卓ginning to lighten up「 and
by the n xt issue several examinations will be over.
Dr・ W. T. Talbot gave a very臆王nteresting talk to
the Hahnemann Society a few evenings -agO) On
白Student life in Vienna. ’: He spoke of‾the work-
ing and social sides了eXhibiting many interesting
Photographs and mementos「
We were shocked to 16am that one ofour most re-
SPeCted professors was turned out of a certain church
the other evening. However, the cause was su節一
Cient; by mistake he got into a meeting for women.
The following conundrum is going the l.Ounds :
Why is ourjanitor like the Turk? Because he per"
SeCuteS the Armenian.
We lower classmen臆wonder why the amphitheatre
at the hospital is So‾deserted on clinic days) While)
at the first ofthe year’We had to臆§it臆On the steps.
How the Seniors did臆Clap when the -Dean an-
nounced that the date for handing in theses would
be postponed !
The Seniors and Juniors are invited to be present
and occupy rear seats at the hospital on Saturday
moming, from nine. to ten. The Sophomores are
being g ven practical demonstration in bandaging
and sutures by Dr. Emerson.
The Sophomores ought to叫derstand the- Su巧ect
Of待digestion・ ,, They are getting萌e anatomy of
the digestive tract, the physioIogy _of‾ digestion) the
Chemistry of digestion, and experiments in digestion)
each from a di鯖ereht professor.
The course in sanitary sciencこis finished and the
Sophomores agree t aもthe Iectures and IParks wpe
instructive and satisfactory.
Mrs.手P. Sutherland met the Gregory臆Society on
Thursday evening, Feb. I3, and gave them a m。St
interesting talk about白Women in Journalism: ”臆It
is restful at any time to臆hear about women elsewhere
thah in medicipe, but it-王s particularly good when
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done in Mrs. SutherIand’s entertaining and happy
manner・ Itwas not necessary) in order to win the
hearts of the Gregorians) that she should invite them
overtoher home to meet some of these　待Women
in Joumalism,,, but she did, and that settles it! The
girls know they have one more good friend among
the wives of the Faculty.
The Ladies bf’96 made a great hit in their leap
yearparty on the eve ofthe I4th, given in the room
atthe school. Tosaythatthe young men were a
trifle queered at being selected for partners by such
misleading qualifications as the size and shape of the
shoesl、 is putting it mildly. A very tasty lunch was
sdrved in the lunch r9Om_below, the first course for
the gentlemen cb・nSisting of a vale允tine) SOme Of
which were very striking) if ithe臆enthusiasm with
which they were received can be taken as a standard.
After the lunch? tOaStS of various brands added spice
to the ‾digestion. The remainder of the eveningwas
spent in games-and a social good time・ Here’s to
the health of the ladies) and may another leap year
be added to the calendar.
Some one was heard to remark, bn looking at the
letter rack,員Did Miss B. really get a valentine? "
Mr. Cape11e臆has resigned as assistant business man
ager of the STU。ENTI OWing to press ofoutside work
and his臆studies. Mr. Donnelly has been elected to
succeed him. Mr. Donnelly comes to THE STU〇
°ENT With practical experience and excellent qualifi-
Cation s.
Bdみorケihe 4勿dical St%ゐ海:
IN PeruSing yot-r eXCellent paper for the current
month) my attention was arrested by the article en-
titled白Illegitimate Children " wherein the scope and
purpo§e Of registration laws seems to be misunder-
stood. The Registrars ofbirths are not judicial o範-
cers. It is not their duty to weigh evidence nor to
determine in any case what proof is conclusive as to
any fact) nOr are they at liberty to accept the conclu-
sions ofothers as to matters which are to be deter-
mined臆Only according臆tO law and by the courts.
The patemity of an illegitimate child is not to be
fix d upon any man by mere hearsayJ and tb enter
such a r port in a record which the law says
shall be夕.あa _存cわevidence臆Of the臆facts stated
therein would be p  encourage重Pent Of bIackmail
to say nothing of its obv三ous injustice. Registration
has nothing to do with encouragement of illegiti"
macy nor with the preventi6n ofthatevil・ It is con-
cemed only with the fact that a child is born which
is to be identified as to its family relations) SO far as
the facts are ascertained. Ifthere is doubt as to the
matemity ofthe child) nO reCOrd wi11 be made until
the fact is ascertained; arld the reason for the omis-
sion as to patemity is foundI We aPPrehend) in the
rule that the record must not deal with matters which
can be legally‾ ascertained only by judicial ihquiry.
There is no question here for argument aS to treat-
ment of women, Whether chi寸alrous or otherwise.
The article deals simply with a registration lawl-1im-
ited in scope) but well serving its purpose.
Now, any SuggeStion to discourage illegitimacy is
entitled to respectful hearing? but it may well be
doubted whether the suggested improvement in this
law would be e億cient as a remedy) While it would
certainly lead to incalculable evil. May public opin-
ion ever be molded by physicians to all good pur-
po esl bu let us remember it is sa士er to assume that
law is founded on c mmon sense, though we cannot
ourselves s e the sense in it, than to jump to the con・
clusi n tha  it is rooted in prg担dice, and therefore
unworthy of consideration・ True chival置y is ever
admirable-quixotismタforever laughable.
Yours respectfully,
LAW STUDENT.
Aみ徽%;ノVbあ∫.
Dr. Herbert E. Small, ’79, formerly at I9 More-
land street? Roxbury) has removed his o範ce to the
Pelham) COrner Of Boylston and Tremont streets)
Boston, and his residence to Jewell Park, Off Park
street, Dorchester.
Dr. Geo. H. Eal■l? ’84) has been ill and confined to
the house for seve al days) but is now around again)
seemingly in his usual h alth.
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Dr. Levi T. Haywa】・d, ’74’has removed from 586
Tremont street to 469 Columbus avenue, Boston.
Dr. B・ A. Sawtelle’’75・ formerly of Enfield,
Mass., has removed to Ho11iston’Mass.
一　Dr・ Geo. A. SIocumb) ’8o’has his main o範ce at
-8o4 Main street) Worcester) Mass.’and a branch
O鯖ce at his former location in Millbury) Mass.
Dr. Be亭min S. Stephenson・ ’92・ has removed
from Littleton〉common to 49 Kirk street, Lowell.
Dr. Sarah S. Windsor? ’85? lecturer on Diseases of
Children, has gone on a short trip to Mexico.臆
Dr. Geo. B. Carr, ’95’has been appoil-ted Interne
at the Homceopathic Hospital in Bu蹄Io, N. Y.
Dr. W. H. W. Hinds, Jr., ’95, has Io。at。d示
Wilton, N. H.
Dr. Samuel Calderwood) ’75, member of the Bos-
ton SchooI Board’WaS One Of the speakers at the
February meeting of the Boston Homceopathic Soci-
ety’telling of the d縦culties in the way of the proper
introductio11 Of gymnastics in the public schooIs, and
asking the co-OPeration of physicians in making a
greater success of the work.
We hear that Dr・ Fred P. BatcheIder) ,9I) the
=master of an捉Sthesia,,, has been surprising and
Pleasing the physicians at the Massachusetts General
Hospital with the ease and rapidity with which he
PrOduces surgical anaasthetia on patients.
Three of the largest dry goods houses in this city
-Jordan・ Marsh & Co., R. H. vyhite & Co., and
Shepard, Norwell & Co.-have entered into an
響reement looking to the better care of the health of
their women empIoyees that is ]ikely to be produc-
tive ofgood results.
It has not been found practicable by the firms
named to keep a physician permanently in their
StOreS, but the needof one is now met. The em_
PIoyees are given the address of a reputable woman
Physician, tO Whose o範ce they may go when ill and
receive free consultation. The only expense attached
is the cost of the medicine prescribed) Which is’in
most cases, merely nominal.
The doctor is Helen G. F. Mack of I49A Trem-
Ont Street・ Dr. Mack is a graduate of Bostoh Un三〇
VerSity and a r gistered physician.
Dr. Jennie S. Dunn, ’87, Poston University, and
Rev. Seth C. Cary, Ofthe SchooI of TheoIogy) Bos-
ton University〕 Were married at the ho血e of her
ParentS in G rdnerタMass., Nov. 20. The doctor
COntinues her practice at 358 Meridian street, East
Boston.
H砂Hb%わあ汲e L霧m砂
Homc叫ai揚力αr雛l qf obsietrds for January is of much
interest, = Ecl mpsia),, Dr. Wi11ard Paul,白Treatment of
Puerperal Fever;, Dr. George Wigg, and = Marasmus,・, Dr.
Guy Manning’being especially interesting. In the Materia
Medica department are some valuable hints.
Ho〃クce疹al巌f?ecor・わ, Feb. I5.基895. “Twelve R。m。_
dies ;n Headache with Comparisons・, will impress you as
Clear and practical"
Nor破4の2erわa%力ur%al q告±あの少at砂“Homceo-
Pathic Treatment of Acute Mania’,・白Urinalysis章,, and `` The
Eye as a Factor in General 。iagnosis ” are interesting・
元zu JZZ‘n擁”d Medわ  GaJe tte, January, COntains inuch
Of int restto十uS. Dr. Clapp,s Address to Bo§tOn Hom(ro-
Pathic Society, Dr. Colby on生Dietetics,,・ Dr. Payne on
白Foreign Bodie  in the Eye),・ besides several others of un_
usual merit. The Editorial Note§ and Comments al.e full of
POi ts practical and interesting・
Amerわa% Hom・叫ai屈穀, February I, COntains th。 uinal
Materia Medica c lumn’Which contains sotpe excelIent
things.白A Chewing Gum Case),,・bJ・ the editorl deserves
SPeCial mention.
Bos勧め御January.高The Discovery of Ether,,,臆by Wil-
1iam R. Hayden, M.D. This is an extremely interesting
account of this marvelous discoveryJ Written by one who is
intimately acquainted with the facts. Themagazine has been
loaned by a kindly inclined student, and will be placed 。n
the reading table for thos  interested.
Neα′掬7.居Mをdわal /our符al, January II number, COnta王ns
a good paper’白Only Nervousness・,, Very practical and full
Of interest・ Read it in passing. “prophylaxis in Tuber-
Culosis’’is also excellent. The number of January 26 c。ふ
tains∴a PaPer On “ Pneumonia,・ try Orrick Metcalf, M.D.,
Which is interesting to meditate uponl and at the same time
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instructive. There are several interesting notes∴and com-
ments be8ide this article which wi11 attract you. In the same
joumal, under date of February 8, an臆article by Dr. Henry
Koplic on = Digitalis Poisoning in Children ” is especially
entertaining to us who have a view from the other side.
In looking over journals and magazines do not neglect the
BoSton M之dあal md SeI暗みal Jo%7.杉al, Which keeps us in-
formed regarding our near neighbors. Often excellent read-
ing is found therein・
T尻e H宏雇のemamめ杉Mあi砂′, February, r896,待The In-
d闘dua-ity of Arsenic,・・ Dr. Boericke,白Glonoine Sciatica’,’
Dr. E. M. Hale, `` Some Remedies in Suppuration),, Profes-
sor Leonard, M.D. All worth reading.
Boo居Reぴあのひ∫.
A HA瓦DBOOK ON THE DISEASES OF C櫨II‘DREN臆ÅND
THEIR HoM優OPÅTHIC TREÅTMBNT, by Charles E. Fisher,
M. D.’President American Institute of Homceopathy; Ex-
President Southern Homceopathic Medical Association ;
Ex-President Texas Homceopathic Association ; Editor Med-
ical Century; Ex-Editor of Southern Journal of Homceopa-
thy; Late PhysiciarI Protestaht O垂harlS, Home, San Anto-
nio ; Editor Homceopathic Text Book of Surgery, etC., Med-
iC;1 Centtlry Company, Chicago, Pub., ($5.OO, %.∞, and
$7・∞.)
Children,8 diseases occupy a prominent position in the
practice of every physician, Which the mortality tables only-
serve to accentuate, hence the profession and especially med
ical students are eager tO‾ grasp new SOurCeS Of information
on-the subiect. Dr. Fisher has included in‾thi8 book the
forms of disease to which children are especially liable, and
as we11 the special characteristics in childhood of diseases n読
peculiar to it; COmPrising in brief・ aS far as children are con-
cerned, a COmPlete Practice of Medicine. The importance
of proper foQd for the young child is clearly emph年Sized and
discu§Sed somewhat at length in ai SeParate Chapter’While
the臆PrOblem臆/of nutrition is prominent in almost every sec-
tion.　　一
The therapeutics of the book are good, at least for the stu-
dent, as there is a pretty rigid adherence to the principles of
Homceopathy, While the adjuvant treatment is complete and
recent二臆The book enjoys good favor in our school・
P: Blak王stoh; S6n & Co.,‾ Of Philadelphia, annOunCe a
book on “AppEi'DモCmIS;’byJohn P. Deaver, M. D.’Assis-
tant professor of Applied Anatomy, University of Pennsyl-
vahia; As轟tant Surgeon to the German Hosp王tal, etC. The
book wirl be arrang6d in a practical and systematic manner.
The Hi ory! E ioIogyl Symptoms・ Diagnosis・ Operative
Treatment) Prognosis and Co plications of this disea§e Will
be given in the order named. It will contain about forty iト
1ustrations of methods of procedure in operating, and typical
pathoIogical conditions.of the Appendix, the latter being
Printed in coIors.
白A MÅNUAL OF MEDICAI. JuRISPRU。ENCE AND ToxI-
col‘OGY’,, by Henry C. Chapman,M.D., SeCOnd edition. W.
B. Saunders, Publisher. Price,$I.5O net. By rcason of his
experience as coroner,s physician in Philadelphia, Profes§Or
Chapman approaches the subject with a practical as well as
atheoretical basis for st.atements. He discusses in a brief,
thorough and comprehensive manner the legal respohsibili-
ties and privileges of the physician’dealing with h王s relations
to the co∬tS, the coroner, and his legal status臆With his
patient・ The evidences of various crimes from the medical
standpoint are fully treated and the errors likely to arise are
fully delineated. The part on toxicoIogy give示he fatal dose・
symptoms) PathoIogical conditio血, and antidotal treatment
for the more common poisons. It is avaluable book for the
pro萱ession ・
ONE thさprofessors in this schooI said a few
days ago that he thought the MEDICAL STUDENT
should be the organ of the臆Students臆Of the schooIs,
and the stud nts should use the columns freely tor
the expression of their op誼ons and criticisms.
“And, , he added “I enjoy the STUI)ENT the
most o書any of the magazines tha.t I read・”
We are naturally very modest, We, Of the edi-
t rial se鮎ee, but when we,re told such nice thing§
as this, We Wish all our fellow students could agree
with the professor as above’and send in their con-
tr but ons to the colum s, the literary.as we11 as to
the one calle  cash, Cr.
If th  editors can find time to monthly grind
out about-three pnges ‾each, On -the average’Surely
most any of the many bright students who臆throng
the halls, COuld take time to prepareのクe Page Of
interesting co y at least鍬Ce in the school year.
Let,s have an avalanche of contributions now.
OUR FA ULTY.
OF the珊y-One members of the Faculty〕 including
the presideht) thirty) mOre than half, have studied in
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the medical schooIs and hospitals of Europe. Of the
twenty members of the goveming Faculty) SeVen are
graduates of Boston University and occupy positions
either as professors or associate professors. Ofthe
remaining thirty-One 6f the餌I Faculty, tWenty-five
are graduates of this弗hool・ With the constantly
improving instruction of its students and the selection
Of its best graduates to serve on the~ Facultyl this body
Will yearly increase in strength’influence and ability.
ー　DEATH FROM TUTTI FRUTTI.
A young man in the Bu筋Io Homceopathic Hos-
Pital, aged nineteen years, an inveterate gum chewer,
WaS taken with serious appendicitis. An operation
being indicated’the appendix was removed’and a
quid of gum vyas found as the exciting cause of the
trouble. In spite of the most skil餌treatment) the
young man died in two days.
Be sure your sins will find you out・
A FREAK.
BY the courtesyof Dr. W. S. Smith the entire
SChool had the privilege of witnessing some remark-
able phenomena a few days ago) and not only were
nearly all the students present’but the faculty was
aIso well represented. The su匝ct of this gathering
Wa手a man of medi。m height, Mr. Fitzpatrick by
name, Who for several years has gone from place to
Place e血ibiting himself and his unusual develop-
ments. Dr. Smith exr融ined clearly but brie岨y the
Various points of interest in comection with the ex_
hibition and several of the students and doctors made
白書di ital ” examinatio s at various stages.
The su匝ct had not only the power ofdisIocating
SeVeral of his joints, but also by practice and muscu-
lar development was able to demonstrate clearly the
Outlines and functions of various muscles and tissues.
The platysma myodes? StemO-Cleidoこmastoid, and
OrnO-hyoid mtlSCles’the tendon of the biceps臆and
bicipital fascia) and the flexc;rs in the forearm were
Clearly outlined in succession. A backward二and up-
Ward dislocation offirst one hip and then the other,
then a disIocation of each foot inward) and finally
disIocations of both hips and both feet followed.
The femoral canal was clearly shown) the shoulder
disIocated, and bJ′ muSCular pressure the passage of
blood through the long saphenous vein stopped.
The man stated that the only pain f班was when
the disIocated bones slipped back into their sockets.
It was certainIy a profitably spent hour and we hope
that the collection taken for the benefit of the man
WaS a large one.
THE fi⊃llowing shows the fallacy of statistics) Or
the errors in judgment of a large class of people :
The British Medical Association) Wishing an exact
Statement of the influence of alcohoI over the dura_
tion of life’charged a commission with the inquiry
in three classes of su巧ects :
I. Total abstainers.
2. Moderate drinkers.
3. Excessive drinkers.
ObservatiQnS incl-1ded 4)234 CaSeS Of death in five
CategOries of individuals, and be工ow is the average
attained by each class :
I. Abstaihers二5I yearS and I mOnth.
2・ Moderate drinkers鵜63 yearS and ‾3g month.
3. Occasiorral drinkers-59 yearS and 2 mOnths
4. Habitual drinkers-57 years and z months.
5. Drunkards-53 yearS and彩month.
The more advanced age ‾is attained by moderate
drinkers and the minimum by abstainers.
雛磁　M留DIOAL　$富げか留N書手
了皐o呼且g叩.鼠D且叩,
744冊錐鵬O皿軸6. 60了.巳.帆綱On §軒66も,
班珊鵡, $皿甲工OⅢ弧7, Ⅲ蹴榔眺,
CIQかRS END TOBAC@O.
CA瓦工, J,重量⊂)瓦豊中二田王も,
Class Photographer toB凝議難読饗轟
Spe認諾鴇‡嵩‡誌霊豊On Universfty SchooI
Our Platinums a Specialty・
Yours respectfu牧RL J. HORNER.
重1 WInter Street.
J. F. NEWMAN,
闘晒a8t涌町田
``T鵬師
Jeweler,
College Fraternity Badges,
Class Pins, nedals, Etc.
/9 JoHN S丁..　N富W YORK.
醐踊る獅鵬臨乱’’
BO票雑誌よ謹書霊霊盈霊
at the three great American World-Fairs’Viz:
THE CENTENNIAL, P刷adelphia, 1876.
THE COTTON EXPOS什ION, New Orleans, I884-5.
THE COLU‾MBIAN, Chicago, I893.
The success of Hom(roPathy largely depends on the purity and accuracy
of its medicines, and buyers should always get the best. The best in Homce-
opathy is found in the phamacies of
重塞く}田垂もエC董こ瑳暑　く鍵　田Å電車重畳正一,
Homceopathic PharmacistsJ -mporte「s and Publishers暮
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虻・ H・ CA馴E恥& CO.,
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CHRISTMAS CARDS,
W物〇〇〇合4しな音農機〇回雪でAiし.
5 SOMERSET STREE冒タ　ー　BOSTON.
Ⅳear Beaco虹.
Dlscount to.students, -
.晒粧W下側脚V晒
Provides the very best possible care for nervous patients
and also -for insane patients, in separate buildings.
薄　暑　討　常　葉　薪　薬∴∴討
†貼附た脚丁O鵬網干晒胴
Is composed of private res王dences in various parts of the
City of Newton. One house is for gynecoIogical cases,
another for insane patientsうbut more houses are for nervou8
PerSOnS. Prices moderate.
持　薬　討　討　誰　薄　紫∴∴蹄
血formation about N"ervine or Sanator王u皿fumished by
N・ E姐ⅢONS PAINE) H・ D.,
We簿t Ⅳewton,脚気ss.
鍋田重富0Ⅹ工Ⅳ S職工鵬E."工5 0.0.駒. 305
Dr" F. H. Williams Pattem. Recommended by Dr. Louis Fischer.
cLASS AND ASB且s丁OS ONしY. ABSOしuTE」YASEPTI○○
Flexible connection. prevents breakin喜of needle if patient strugg】es.
00Ⅲpl鯛軸血掴oe鵬, $1・50 Ne七〇　Po鴫0 8 0融。
Co血皿an & S血皿州e埠
励a姻脇碓・　13 &重5皿鳩ⅢOn掴t・タBo思tOn,勘もS簿.
舶ÅRI問R & COリ
Manufacturing Hatters,
WHOしESAL各AND RETAlし.
The Only Succes如l Makers of t轟e Cetebrated Stuc蘭ined Derby Hat露
in the United States.
69 Hanover street| Cor〃 E賞m’
BOSTON, MASS,
CHA幣語し州
PROP副官丁OR子平’
$8.○○.
磨y B櫨Y王か堅馳e
B宣AcONSF肥しD
You are getting a $3・5O Hat at $3・∞.
OUR GI‘OVES ARE WARRANTED.
京AⅣcY BOSOⅢ SⅢmS, $重.∞.
663 Was血ingto皿S寄eeも.
Ope皿雷ven血gs.
About Opposite BEACH ST.
ADAM　& GILBERT裏
町鼠吋U声量G同和把○　○p了ICIH中庭,
162Tremont st,, -　BOSTON,
軸800p8S岬eI血,舶血o分皿d O岬掴I種鵬!
Sole Agents for白THE BEST BYB GLASS.,’
s黒帯8叢誓露悪蕊ake off. The most comfortable and hand-
RUDOLPH APPEL,
LÅDIES’ANI) GENTLEMEN,S
輔肝D轍軸・洞00鵬,
1873 WASHINGTON ST・ (NearUnion Park St.)
BOSTON, mASS.
雛賜　物留DlOAL　$TこTDEⅣT.
BostcJn Normal School
望GYMNASTICS,
9　APPLETON STREET.
( Establ王shed in I889 by the late Mrs Mary Hemenway.)
AMY MORRIS HOMANS, Directo章二
F. Abraham & Son,
lMPOR丁E廊s AND　舶ANuFAcTURERS OF
SMdKERS’ARTICLES,
Hlghest Grade　。 。 !　○　○
Br王ar and Meerschaum Pipes
. ・ . 。 。 。 A SpeciaI七y.
25, 27, 29 Court臆Stieet　-　aB Bos亀on.
一宇∴∴
465 WASHINGTON ST., BosTON.
CARBONETTE CLASS WORK
○○　A SPECIALTY。 _葛
Particular attentibn will begive to the
Grouping of Athletic Teams,Large Clubs,
and Classes.
COmITTEES弧E IHYI珊D TO ouI, 1聞) G珊PRI師S,
MAXWELL & PET丁ENGILL,
伽ioo伽o融8串勘00鵬掴Ⅱ心恥Ⅲ甘,
714 HARRISON AV良NUE,
BOSTON.
Striotly Fresh Egg8 and Creanery Butter a Specialty.
一　一　下RU萱TS. _∴
H. A. HARDING,
Successor to AMOS K. MALLON,
De釦重e富王皿肥州掴脚珊醐脚鴫
Small Wares, Dry Goods基Eto.
A営e皿も重ねで重富oy重aun血ry.
1567 W充血i血塊On St., -職OS富0Ⅳ.
C。 M, BARROWS & CO,
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Boston,
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C。 M.‾ BARROWS & CO,
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THE BOOTHBY SURGICなL
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HOSPITH」,
l and3 Worces七erSquare,　営　BOSTON。
欝欝襲譲欝議
h。詮議蕊笠書芸葦.us without doubt the langest privats
護籍欝襲整繋譲
嘉慧発議諾誤読葦結晶豊葦
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伽ⅣzO BOO珊叩・ D・・磐請託篭諾璃諾1姐伽のAbdo孤如
J. W. HAYW臓D・ M. D.’Special attention to Ge。eraI and Genito-耽叩y Surgery.
P. W. HAI‘SBY’H. 。.’Special attention given to Rect狐Stlrgery.
University Schoo宣　of Medicine.
TWENTY-THIRD YEAR, 1895」96.
: : :醇○○[ナ蓋も「丁重A董∋基, ○○モナコも霞重. : : :
護憲謹義認蒜器認諾畿蒜誤認韓萌露盤露悪癌紫討悪法龍
THE FIRST YEAR.
輩欝態籠譲議議案諜襲撃読認諾藷蒸器議
書HE MASSAcHUS重富冒S Ho班ⅢOPA富H|c HOSPⅢAL.
both護謹譜恕㌣O hundred beds, is the largest Honeopathic Hospital of its clas in the world, and afrords 。n。qualled 。Iini。。, adv。。t。g。S,
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